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 Tableaux and Rank-selection in Fibonacci Lattices
 R OWAN K EMP
 Box-shaped tableaux and Jordan – Ho ¨  lder sequences are used to solve a problem of R .
 Stanley on the enumeration of maximal chains in rank-selected subposets of the two Fibonacci
 lattices Fib( r ) and Z( r ) , r  >  1 .  Several tools for the analysis of box-tableaux are developed and
 bijections between tableaux and Jordan – Ho ¨  lder sequences are described .
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 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 Since their general introduction in [7] , the two so-called ‘Fibonacci’ lattices Fib( r )
 and Z( r ) have attracted a fair deal of attention . This paper has its origins in a
 combinatorial problem , posed in [8] , that focuses upon the enumeration of certain
 maximal chains in rank-selected subposets of Fib( r ) and Z( r ) . The problem was solved
 for the single case Fib(1) in [8 , Prop . 3 . 4] and the quest , proposed at the end of [8] , was
 to find similar results for Fib( r ) , r  >  2 and Z( r ) , r  >  1 .  The Fib(1) solution in [8] linked
 the maximal chains problem to the enumeration of permutations meeting certain
 sequence and descent conditions . However , as will be shown in this paper , permuta-
 tions do not seem to provide a setting that is suf ficiently flexible to cope with the
 general problem . Instead , we solve the general problem by enumerating box-shaped
 tableaux .
 In Section 2 we summarise the material that provides the foundation for this paper .
 We introduce a tableau-type construction in Section 3 and define two dif ferent notions
 of ‘descent’ (one for Fib( r ) and one for Z( r )) within a box-tableau . Several results and
 algorithms for both lattices are proved in Section 4 . The main results providing the
 solution to Stanley’s problem are given in Section 5 . Using techniques and results from
 [4] we find a solution to the general problem which requires the enumeration of certain
 sequences (known as Jordan – Ho ¨  lder sequences) . The J – H result has some significant
 shortcomings which are circumnavigated by the more useful box-tableau results given
 in Section 5 . In Section 6 we show the equivalence of the two results by describing the
 bijection between box-tableaux and J – H sequences .
 2 .  P RELIMINARIES
 For lattice and poset terminology we refer the reader to [6 , Ch . 3] . Let  P  be the set
 of positive , non-zero integers . Let  A ( r ) be an alphabet of  r  1  1 symbols defined by
 A ( r )  : 5  h 1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  r ,  p  j .  We refer to the letters 1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  r  as  digits .  We consider the
 language  A ( r )* of all finite words on this alphabet , including the empty word  [ . By
 imposing two dif ferent partial orderings on the words in  A ( r )* we construct two posets ,
 denoted by Fib( r ) and Z( r ) . Fib(1) first appeared in a dif ferent context in [5] , while the
 general Fib( r ) and Z( r ) constructions were first described in [7] . Suppose that  u  and  y
 are elements of Fib( r ) with  u  covered by  y  . We can obtain  u  from  y   by either changing
 a  p  to a digit  i  (where  i  P  [ r ]  : 5  h 1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  r j ) or by deleting the last letter of  y   if it is not
 a  p . If  u  is covered by  y   in Z( r ) then we obtain  u  from  y   by either deleting the first digit
 or changing a  p  to a digit provided that there are no digits to the left of the  p . For
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 example ,  p  12  p  1  P  Fib(2) covers 112  p  1 , 212  p  1 ,  p  1211 ,  p  1211 and  p  12  p . However ,
 p  12  p  1  P  Z(2) covers 112  p  1 , 212  p  1 and  p  2  p  1 . Equipped with this partial ordering we
 have the following .
 P ROPOSITION 1 ([1 ,  Prop . 1]) .  For r  P  P ,  Z( r )  is a modular lattice while  Fib( r )  is an
 upper semimodular lattice .
 The result for Z( r ) was first proved in [7 , Prop . 5 . 4] , while the proof for Fib( r ) is
 straightforward and so is omitted .
 We denote a set  h s 1  ,  s 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  s k j  with  s 1  ,  s 2  ,  ?  ?  ?  ,  s k  by  h s 1  ,  s 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  s k j ,  .  Given a
 finite set  S  5  h s 1  ,  s 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  s k j ,  where each  s i  P  P  and an infinite poset  P , we define the
 rank-selected (induced) subposet  P S  to be the set of elements  P S  5  h x  P  P  3  r  ( x )  P  S j ,
 where  r  ( x ) denotes the rank of the element  x  in  P , along with the ordering of these
 elements induced from  P . Let  a  ( S ) be the number of maximal chains in the
 rank-selected subposet  P S .  Define  b  ( S ) by the formula
 b  ( S )  5  O
 T  Ô S
 ( 2 1) u S 2 T  u a  ( T  ) ,
 whence , by Mo ¨  bius inversion ,  a  ( S )  5  o T  Ô S  b  ( T  ) .  This paper centers around the
 problem of enumerating  b  ( S ) combinatorially for Fib( r ) S  and Z( r ) S  .  For a graded
 poset  P ,  b  ( S ) is known as the  rank - selected Mo ¨  bius in y  ariant of P  ([6 ,  § 3 . 12]) because
 it can be calculated explicitly via the formula
 b  ( S )  5  ( 2 1) u S u 2 1  m S (0 ˆ  ,  1 ˆ  ) ,
 where  m S (0 ˆ  ,  1 ˆ  ) is the Mo ¨  bius function of the rank-selected poset  P ˆ  S  ( 5  the poset  P S
 with a 0 ˆ  and a 1 ˆ  added) . See [6] for details .
 A join-irreducible element  x  of a poset  P  is an element that cannot be expressed as
 the join of two elements ,  y  and  z , that are both strictly less than  x  ; i . e . the
 join-irreducible elements of a poset are precisely those elements that cover exactly one
 element (for our purposes , we will not consider a minimal element of  P  to be
 join-irreducible) . Given a lattice  L , denote the set of join-irreducible elements of  L  by
 I L .  Following [4] , we define a  labelling  v  of  L  to be a map  v  :  I L  5  P .  We now wish to
 define an  admissible  labelling . Since both Fib( r ) and Z( r ) are semimodular (by
 Proposition 1 above) , we will avoid the general definition of admissibility and use a
 special result of Stanley referring to semimodular lattices as our starting point .
 D EFINITION 1 ([4 ,  Prop . 2 . 2]) .  Let  L  be a finite upper semimodular lattice and let  v
 be a labelling of  L . We say that  v  is an admissible labelling if it satisfies the following
 for  x ,  y  P  I L :
 (1)  if  x  <  y ,  then  v  ( x )  <  v  (  y ) ;
 (2)  if  x  and  y  are incomparable , then  v  ( x )  ?  v  (  y ) .
 For the general definition of admissibility in a finite lattice , refer to [4 ,  § 2] . If  v  is an
 admissible labelling for the lattice  L , then we call the pair ( L ,  v  ) an admissible lattice .
 Following [4] and [6 , Example 3 . 13 . 5] , given a labelling  v  of a finite lattice  L  and
 x ,  y  P  L  such that  y  covers  x , we define
 g  ( x ,  y )  : 5  min h v  ( z )  3  z  P  I L  ,  x  ∨  z  5  y j .
 Thus defined on an admissible lattice ( L ,  v  ) ,  g  is an  R - labelling  of  L  [6 ,  § 3 . 13] .
 Moreover , given a finite upper semimodular lattice  L  and any admissible labelling  v 
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 F IGURE 1 .  The element 2  p  14  p  1  P  A (4)* .
 (as in Definition 1) , the above definition of  g  will always yield an  R -labelling of  L  (see
 [6 , Example 3 . 13 . 5]) .
 Suppose that ( L ,  v  ) is an admissible finite graded lattice . Given a maximal chain
 C :  0 ˆ  5  x 0  ,  x 1  ,  ?  ?  ?  ,  x l  5  1 ˆ  in  L , we define the  Jordan  – Ho ¨  lder sequence
 corresponding to  C  to be the sequence  pi C  5  ( a 1  ,  a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a l ) ,  where  a i  5  g  ( x i 2 1  ,  x i ) .  So
 pi C  corresponds to a sequence of join-irreducible elements of  L , say  z 1  ,  z 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  z l .
 Conversely , these join-irreducibles yield the maximal chain  C  by 0 ˆ  ∨  z 1  ∨  z 2  ∨  ?  ?  ?  ∨  z i  5
 x i  .  Considering all maximal chains  C 1  ,  C 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  C k  of  L  gives us a set of J – H sequences
 h pi  C 1  ,  pi  C 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  pi  C k j  known as the  Jordan  – Ho ¨  lder set  of ( L ,  v  ) and denoted  7 ( L ,  v  ) .
 See [4 ,  § 3] for details .
 3 .  N EW D EFINITIONS
 Suppose that  r  P  P  such that  r  >  2 .  Let  w  5  i 1 i 2  ?  ?  ?  i l  be a word in  A ( r )* (so that
 each  i j  is either a digit from [ r ] or a  p ) . We can represent  w  pictorially on an  r  3  l  grid
 by shading appropriate boxes (or cells) . The letter  i j  corresponds to the  j th column of
 the grid—if  i j  is a digit (i . e .  i j  P  [ r ]) ,  then we shade the box in the  i j th row (starting
 from the bottom of the grid) in the  j th column . If  i j  is a  p , we shade the whole of the
 j th column . For example , 2  p  14  p  1  P  A (4)* corresponds to the shaded grid in Figure 1 .
 We call such a diagram a  box - shape .  It is an easy exercise to restate the order relations
 imposed upon  A ( r )* when defining Fib( r ) and Z( r ) entirely in terms of box-shapes .
 One advantage of this description is that elements of Fib( r ) are ordered by inclusion of
 their box-shapes .
 Given a word  w  P  A ( r )* , a saturated chain 0 ˆ  5  x 0  ,  x 1  ,  ?  ?  ?  ,  x l  5  w  in either Fib( r )
 or Z( r ) can be represented by an appropriate labelling of the shaded cells in the
 box-shape of  w . A similar process is used for Z(1) in [3] and [2] . Suppose that  d i  and
 d i 1 1  are the box-shapes corresponding to elements  x i  and  x i 1 1 in the saturated chain .
 We number the new shaded boxes that are inserted into  d i  to produce  d i 1 1 with the
 number  i  1  1 . For example , the chain  C 1 :  0 ˆ  ,  2  ,  22  ,  221  ,  2214  ,  2  p  14  ,  2  p  143  ,
 2  p  1431  ,  2  p  14  p  1 in Fib(4) corresponds to Figure 2(a) , and the chain  C 2 :  0 ˆ  ,  3  ,  p  ,
 p 1  ,  4  p  1  ,  14  p  1  ,  p 4  p  1  ,  p 14  p  1  ,  2  p  14  p  1 in Z(4) corresponds to Figure 2(b) .
 We remove the multiple entries in the numbered box-shape by leaving , say , the
 bottom-most box (i . e . closest to the first row) containing the entry  i  and removing all
 other  i ’s from that column . Thus the numbered box-shapes in Figure 2(a) and 2(b)
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 F IGURE 3 .
 become Figures 3(a) and 3(b) respectively . We call such numbered grids  box - tableaux .
 Formally , a box-tableau of size  r  3  l  and entries 1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  m  ( l  <  m  <  2 l ) is an  r  3  l  grid
 with  m  distinct numbered boxes (numbers 1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  m ) such that at least one and at
 most two boxes in any column are numbered . Given a box-tableau we can recover the
 box-shape (equivalently , the maximal element of the chain that the tableau represents)
 by reading the columns from left to right .
 Given two entries  a  and  b  of a box-tableau  s  ,  we say that  a  is ‘below’  b  if they are in
 the same column and  a  is closer to the bottom-most row than  b . We now define two
 dif ferent types of  descents  on box-tableaux .
 D EFINITION 2 .  Given a box-tableau  s  of shape  r  3  l  and entries 1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  m , the
 Fib- descent set , D F  ( s  ) of  s  is defined as
 D F  ( s  )  5  h i  P  [ m  2  1]  3  i  1  1  is  in  a  column  to  the  left  of  i  or  i  1  1  is  below  i j .
 The Z- descent set , D Z ( s  ) ,  of  s  is defined as
 D Z ( s  )  5  h i  P  [ m  2  1]  3  i  1  1  and  i  are  in  the  same  column  and  either
 i  1  1  is  below  i  or  ' j  ,  i  in  some  column  to  the  right  of  i j .
 By way of example , the box-tableaux in Figure 3(a) has Fib-descent set  h 4 ,  7 j , while
 the box-tableau in Figure 3(b) has Z-descent set  h 1 ,  5 j .
 4 .  J OIN - IRREDUCIBLES AND A DMISSIBLE L ABELLINGS
 In this section we make several observations on the occurrence of join-irreducible
 elements in both the Fib( r ) and Z( r ) lattices . We also describe algorithms enabling the
 easy calculation of the join of two elements in either lattice , as well as giving an explicit
 description of admissible labellings for the join-irreducibles in Fib( r ) and Z( r ) . We
 conclude the section with some results on the connections between box-tableaux and
 join-irreducibles .
 P ROPOSITION 2 .  The set of join - irreducibles I Fib(1)  and I Z (1)  for  Fib(1)  and  Z(1)
 respecti y  ely are gi y  en by
 I Fib(1)  5  h v  P  A (1)*  3  either  p  ¸  v  or  v  5
 0  or  more
 11  ?  ?  ?  1  p  j
 ?@A
 I Z(1)  5  h v  P  A (1)*  3  either  v  5  1 x  where  x  P  A (1)*  or  v  5  p j .
 For r  P  P , r  >  2  we ha y  e the following :
 I Fib( r )  5  h v  P  A ( r )*  3  p  ¸  v  j
 I Z( r )  5  h v  P  A ( r )*  3  v  5  ix  where  i  P  [ r ]  and  x  P  A ( r )* j .
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 F IGURE 4 .  A spiked 1-ary tree .
 P ROOF .  The proof is straightforward and so is left to the reader .  h
 The result for Fib( r ) , r  >  2 also appears in [1 , Prop . 4] . Given  w  5
 m
 p  p  ?  ?  ?  p  P  A ( r )* ,
 ?@A
 we can calculate the cardinality of the intersection between the set of join-irreducibles
 for either Fib( r ) or Z( r ) and the interval [0 ˆ  ,  w ] .  The calculation is straightforward and
 so is omitted .
 L EMMA  1 .  Given  m  P  P ,  we  have  [0 ˆ  ,
 m
 p  p  ?  ?  ?  p ] :
 ?@A
 u I Fib(1)  >  [0 ˆ  ,
 m
 p  p  ?  ?  ?  p ] u  5  2 m ,  u I Z(1)  >  [0 ˆ  ,
 m
 p  p  ?  ?  ?  p ] u  5  2 m
 ?@A  ?@A
 and , for r  >  2 :
 u I Fib( r )  >  [0 ˆ  ,
 m
 p  p  ?  ?  ?  p ] u  5
 r
 r  2  1
 ( r m  2  1) ,  u I Z( r )  >  [0 ˆ  ,
 m
 p  p  ?  ?  ?  p ] u  5  ( r  1  1) m  2  1 .
 ?@A  ?@A
 Moreover , the following proposition describes the partial ordering induced by Fib( r )
 and Z( r ) on their sets of join-irreducibles—verification of these results is left to the
 reader .
 P ROPOSITION 3 .  (1)  In  Fib( r ) , r  >  2 , the join - irreducibles form r complete r - ary trees .
 (2)  In  Fib(1) ,  the join - irreducibles form a spiked  1- ary tree  ( see Figure  4) .
 (3)  In  Z( r ) , r  >  2 , the join - irreducibles form infinite , non - intersecting complete r - ary
 trees , the root of each tree being a join - reducible element . Each join - reducible element in
 Z( r )  forms the root of exactly one of these r - ary trees .
 (4)  In  Z(1) ,  the join - irreducibles generally form infinite non - intersecting chains , the
 base of each chain being a join - reducible element . Each join - reducible element forms the
 base of exactly one of these chains . The exceptions are the two chains starting from  [ ,
 which form a Y - shape , branching at the element  1 ( see Figure  5) . .
Join-irreducible
Join-reducible
 F IGURE 5 .  Join-irreducibles in Z(1) .
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 In Section 2 we described how a J – H sequence  pi C  5  ( a 1  ,  a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a l ) corresponds to a
 sequence of join-irreducible elements  z 1  ,  z 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  z l  for the appropriate lattice (either
 Fib( r )  or Z( r )) . Recall that it was possible to recover the maximal chain  C :  0 ˆ  5  x 0  ,
 x 1  ,  ?  ?  ?  ,  x l  that corresponded to the J – H sequence by 0 ˆ  ∨  z 1  ∨  z 2  ∨  ?  ?  ?  ∨  z i  5  x i  .
 However , calculating the join of a sequence of elements is not a trivial process—
 especially for the Z( r ) lattice . The following two lemmas provide an algorithmic
 process for the calculation of the join of two elements in Fib( r ) and Z( r ) .
 L EMMA 2 .  Suppose that u  5  u 1 u 2  ?  ?  ?  u m and  y  5  y  1 y  2  ?  ?  ?  y  n are both elements of
 A ( r )* , where each u i  ,  y  i  P  A ( r )  and m  <  n . We deri y  e the join z  5  z 1 z 2  ?  ?  ?  z k  : 5  u  ∨  y   in
 Fib( r ) by the following .
 Step  1 :  for each i in  h 1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  m j , do the following :  if u i  5  y  i then z i  5  u i  ( 5 y  i ) ,
 otherwise z i  5  p .
 Step  2 :  for each i in  h m  1  1 ,  m  1  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  n j  do the following :  z i  5  y  i  .
 P ROOF .  The proof is left to the reader .  h
 L EMMA 3 .  Suppose that u  5  u 1 u 2  ?  ?  ?  u m and  y  5  y  1 y  2  ?  ?  ?  y  n are both elements of
 A ( r )* , where each u i  ,  y  i  P  A ( r )  and m  <  n . We deri y  e the join z  5  z 1 z 2  ?  ?  ?  z k  : 5  u  ∨  y   in
 Z( r ) by the following .
 Step  1 :  let f be the number of  p ’ s in  y  .
 Step  2 :  z  5  y  .
 Step  3 :  if u  5  [ , then we ha y  e finished .
 Step  4 :  if u m  ?  y  n  , then let t  5  max h 0 ,  m  2  f  j  and change the first t digits occurring in z
 ( working left to right )  to  p ’ s and then we ha y  e finished .
 Step  5 :  if not finished , z  5  z 9 u m  ( 5 z 9 y  n ) , where z 9  is the output from repeating steps
 1 – 5 with u 9  5  u 1 u 2  ?  ?  ?  u m 2 1  and  y  9  5  y  1 y  2  ?  ?  ?  y  n 2 1  .
 P ROOF .  Since  u  and  y   are finite words in  A ( r )* , the algorithm will terminate . We
 need to show that  z  5  u  ∨  y  .  There are two cases to be considered .
 (1)  At some stage in the recursion ,  u  5  [ .  In this case none of the conditions in
 steps 3 or 4 were previously met , which means that  z  5  y  .  In particular ,  u 1  ?  ?  ?  u m  5
 y  n 2 m 1 1  ?  ?  ?  y  n  .  Thus  u  <  y   in Z( r ) ; hence  u  ∨  y  5  y  5  z  as required .
 (2)  At some stage in the recursion  u m  ?  y  n .  If  m  .  f ,  then  t  5  m  2  f  .  0 .  In this
 instance  z  has  t  1  f  5  m  p ’s . Alternatively , if  m  <  f ,  then  t  5  0 and  z  has  f  p ’s . In either
 case ,  z  has  > m  p ’s , which means that  z  >  u  in Z( r ) .  The construction of  z  in the
 algorithm also ensures that  z  >  y   in Z( r ) .  We need to show that  z  5  u  ∨  y  . Suppose that
 x  5  x 1 x 2  ?  ?  ?  x l  P  A ( r )* such that  x  >  u , x  >  y   and  x  ,  z  in Z( r ) .  Let  f  9 be the number of
 p ’s in  x . Since  x  >  y  ,  then  l  >  n  and  f  9  >  f .  Since  x  ,  z  then either  x  must be of shorter
 length than  z  or  x  must have fewer  p ’s than  z ; that is , either  l  ,  n  (since the algorithm
 ensures that  z  has length  n ) or  f  9  ,  t  1  f  (since  z  has  t  1  f  p ’s where  t  >  0) .  However ,
 these contradict the conditions above for  x  >  y  .  Thus  z  5  u  ∨  y  .  h
 The previous two lemmas easily give rise to the following result (the proof is
 omitted) .
 C OROLLARY 1 .  Gi y  en two elements u  5  u 1 u 2  ?  ?  ?  u m and  y  5  y  1 y  2  ?  ?  ?  y  n in A ( r )* ,
 where each u i  ,  y  i  P  A ( r ) , then the length  ( as a word )  of the join u  ∨  y   in either  Fib( r )  or
 Z( r ) is  max h m ,  n j .
 In Section 2 we defined admissible labellings on join-irreducibles of finite upper
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 semimodular lattices (of which Fib( r ) and Z( r ) are both examples) . The following
 section endeavours to find explicit admissible labellings for Fib( r ) and Z( r ) .
 We can obtain an admissible labelling on each of the sets of join-irreducibles in
 Proposition 2 by imposing a lexicographic ordering on the elements . Given a
 lexicographic ordering  a  of the join-irreducibles , we define a labelling  v  (actually an
 admissible labelling) by
 v  ( x )  5  u h  y  P  I  3  y  d  x  in  the  lexicographic  ordering j u
 for all  x  in the set  I  of join-irreducibles . The following lemma gives an ordering on the
 set of join-irreducibles for each of Fib(1) , Z(1) , Fib( r ) and Z( r ) for  r  >  2 ,  as well as
 providing an explicit formula for the corresponding  v  . Using the edge labelling  g  from
 Section 2 , the  v  in the lemma define  R -labellings for each of the lattices . Note that the
 ordering used in the lemma for Fib( r ) , r  >  2 , appears in [1] . Proofs are left to the
 reader .
 L EMMA 4 .  The following  v  are admissible labellings .
 (1)  For  Fib( r ) , r  >  2 , we impose the ordering  1  a  2  a  ?  ?  ?  a  r  a  11  a  12  a  ?  ?  ?  a  1 r  a
 21  a  ?  ?  ?  a  rr  a  111  a  112  a  ?  ?  ?  , whence if x  5  i 1 i 2  ?  ?  ?  i l  , where each i j  P  [ r ] , then
 v  ( x )  5  O l
 j 5 1
 i j r
 l 2 j .
 (2)  For  Fib(1)  we use the ordering  1  a  p  a  11  a  1 p  a  111  a  11 p  a  1111  a  ?  ?  ?  , whence
 v  ( x )  5
 2 l  2  1
 2(  j  1  1)
 l
 if  x  5  11  ?  ?  ?  1 ,  l  >  1 ,
 if  x  5  11  .  .  .  1  p  ,  j  >  0 .
 j
E  ?@A CDE
 (3)  For  Z( r ) , r  >  2 , we use the ordering  1  a  2  a  ?  ?  ?  a  r  a  11  a  21  a  ?  ?  ?  a  r 1  a  12  a
 22  a  ?  ?  ?  a  r 2  a  13  a  ?  ?  ?  a  rr  a  1 p  a  2 p  a  ?  ?  ?  a  r p  a  111  a  211  a  ?  ?  ?  a  r 11  a  121  a  ?  ?  ?  a
 rr 1  a  1  p  1  a  ?  ?  ?  a  r  p  p  a  111  a  ?  ?  ?  , whence we define a map  θ  :  A ( r )  5  [ r  1  1] :  i  S  i for
 i  P  [ r ] ,  p  S  r  1  1 . If x  5  a  1 a  2  ?  ?  ?  a l  , where  a  1  P  [ r ]  and  a j  P  A ( r ) ,  1  ,  j  <  l , then
 v  ( x )  5  a  1  1  r  O l
 i 5 2
 θ  ( a i )( r  1  1) i 2 2 .
 (4)  For  Z(1) ,  we set  1  a  p  a  11  a  1 p  a  111  a  1  p  1  a  11 p  a  1  p  p  a  1111  a  ?  ?  ?  , whence ,
 using the same definition for  θ  and x as in the general  Z( r )  case , we ha y  e
 θ  ( a  1 )  if  l  5  1 ,
 v  ( x )  5
 1  1  a  1  1  O l
 i 5 2
 θ  ( a i )2 i 2 2  if  l  .  1 .E
 The next two lemmas allow us to determine the length of the join-irreducible
 element associated with a particular box-tableau . These lemmas play a significant role
 in validating the algorithms in later sections .
 L EMMA 5 .  Gi y  en a  Fib- tableau , x i  , with entry set  [ i ] , we denote the  Fib- tableau with
 entry set  [ i  2  1]  by x i 2 1  . Let z i be the unique minimally labelled join - irreducible  ( with
 respect to the ordering in Lemma  4)  satisfying x i 2 1  ∨  z i  5  x i  . If the box labelled i is in
 column m of x i  , then z i has length m .
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 P ROOF .  Note first that if  z i  has length  m 9  ,  m ,  then , by Lemma 2 ,  x i  fails to have
 box  i  in column  m .  Now suppose , that box  i  is in row  j  of column  m  of  x i , and that  z i
 has length  m 9  .  m .  Then , by Lemma 2 ,  z i  has the form  y 1  ?  ?  ?  y m 2 1  jy m 1 1  ?  ?  ?  y m 9 , where
 each  y i  is a letter from  A ( r ) .  Since  z i  is a join-irreducible element from the J – H
 sequence ,  x i  5  x i 2 1  ∨  z i  and  x i  has one more fllled box than  x i 2 1 (namely , the box  i ) .
 However , consider the element  z 9  5  y 1  ?  ?  ?  y m 2 1  j  P  Fib( r ) .  Since  z i  is join-irreducible ,
 so too is  z 9 . Also we note that  z 9  ,  z i  in Fib( r ) and that , by the algorithm in Lemma 2 ,
 x i 2 1  ∨  z 9  5  x i  ,  contradicting that  x i 2 1  ∨  z i  5  x i  .  Thus  z i  must have length  m ,  where  m  is
 the column in which box  i  appears in the tableau .  h
 L EMMA 6 .  Gi y  en a  Z- tableau , x i  , with entry set  [ i ] , let z i be the unique minimally
 labelled join - irreducible  ( with respect to the ordering in Lemma  4)  satisfying
 x i 2 1  ∨  z i  5  x i  . Let f be the number of  p ’ s in x i  . If the box labelled i in x i is the only labelled
 box in its column , then z i has the same length as x i  . If the box labelled i is not the only
 labelled box in its column , then z i has length f .
 P ROOF .  First consider the case in which  i  is the only labelled box in its column .
 Since  x i  5  x i 2 1  ∨  z i  then , by Corollary 1 , the length of  x i  is the maximum of the lengths
 of  x i 2 1 and  z i .  However , since  i  is in a column by itself ,  x i  will have one more column
 than  x i 2 1 . Thus  z i  will have the same length as  x i .
 We now consider the case in which  i  is not the only labelled box in its column . Let
 the length of  z i  be  n , and suppose that  n  ?  f .  First suppose that  n  >  f  1  1 .  Since
 x i  5  x i 2 1  ∨  z i  ,  then  x i  $  z i  in Z( r ) .  Therefore , since  n  >  f  1  1 ,  there must be at least
 one-column of  x i  that has a single full (that is , labelled) box . Let the rightmost column
 of  x i  containing a single full box be column  q , and let the row in which this box occurs
 be row  k .  Since  i  is the second entry in its column , the order relations for Z( r ) ensure
 that  i  is a column to the left of column  q  in  x i  .  Hence column  q  in  x i 2 1 will be the
 rightmost column of  x i 2 1 containing a single full box , and this box will be in row  k .
 Now consider the new element  z 9  : 5
 f  2  1
 11  ?  ?  ?  11  a  , where  a  5  h 1 2  if  k  ?  1 if  k  5  1  .  Since  z 9 has
 ?@A
 length  f ,  x i  .  z 9 in Z( r ) .  Noting that  x i 2 1 has  f  2  1  p ’s , the construction of  z 9 ensures
 that  x i 2 1  > u  z 9 in Z( r ) .  By the algorithm in Lemma 3 , in calculating  x i 2 1  ∨  z 9 we find that
 z 9 and  x i 2 1 dif fer in their rightmost letters . Hence we obtain  x i 2 1  ∨  z 9 from  x i 2 1 by
 changing  f  2  (  f  2  1)  5  1 digit (the leftmost) in  x i 2 1 to a  p . However , the length of  z 9 is
 f  ,  n . So  z 9  a  z i  in the ordering of the join-irreducibles in Lemma 4 . However , by the
 definition of J – H sequences , we choose join-irreducibles with minimal labels , and thus
 z 9  should be the J – H sequence in place of  z i —a contradiction . Now suppose that
 n  <  f  2  1 .  Note that  x i 2 1 has  f  2  1  p  ’s , so we have that  x i 2 1  >  z i  in Z( r ) .  but then
 x i 2 1  ∨  z i  5  x i 2 1  ?  x i —a contradiction . Thus the length of  z i  must be  f .  h
 5 .  T HE M AIN R ESULTS
 T HEOREM 1 .  For r  P  P , r  >  1  and gi y  en a rank - selection set S  5  h s 1  ,  s 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  s k j ,  , we
 ha y  e
 b  (Fib( r ) ,  S )  5  4  sequences  in  the  J  – H  set  of  [0 ˆ  ,
 s k
 p  p  ?  ?  ?  p  ]  Õ  Fib( r )  with  descent  set  S
 ?@A
 and
 b  (Z( r ) ,  S )  5  4  sequences  in  the  J  – H  set  of  [0 ˆ  ,
 s k
 p  p  ?  ?  ?  p  ]  Õ  Z( r )  with  descent  set  S .
 ?@A
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 P ROOF .  Since Fib( r ) and Z( r ) are both graded lattices , the interval [0 ˆ  ,
 s k
 p  p  ?  ?  ?  p  ] will
 ?@A
 be a finite graded lattice . Suppose that we take the set of join-irreducibles  I 9  5
 h z 1  ,  z 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  z m j  that occur within the interval [0 ˆ  ,
 s k
 p  p  ?  ?  ?  p  ] and impose a lexicographic
 ?@A
 ordering  a  upon them that respects the ordering of the join-irreducibles within the
 lattice . That is ,  z i 1  a  z i 2  a  ?  ?  ?  a  z i m  and if  z i j  ,  z i k  in the interval then  z i j  a  z i k . If we
 define a labelling  v  :  I 9  5  P  by  v  ( z i j )  5  j ,  then the ordering of the join-irreducible
 elements will ensure that  v  is admissible . Thus ([0 ˆ  ,
 s k
 p  p  ?  ?  ?  p ] ,  v  ) is an admissible lattice .
 ?@A
 The results in the theorem are now a straightforward application of either [4 , Theorem
 3 . 1] or [6 , Theorem 3 . 13 . 2] .  h
 We can now derive Stanley’s result for Fib(1) as a corollary of the previous theorem
 using the results in Section 4 .
 C OROLLARY 2 [8 ,  Prop . 5 . 4] .  b  (Fib(1) ,  S )  5  4  permutations  pi  5  a 1 a 2  ?  ?  ?  of  P  such
 that :
 (1)  a i  5  i for all but finitely many i ;
 (2)  2 i and  (2 i  1  1)  are to the right of  (2 i  2  1) ;
 (3)  the descent set of  pi  is S .
 P ROOF .  From Theorem 1 ,  b  (Fib(1) ,  S )  5  4  sequences in the J – H set of
 [0 ˆ  ,
 s k
 p  p  ?  ?  ?  p  ]  Õ  Fib(1) with descent set  S .  However , each sequence in this J – H set
 ?@A
 corresponds to a maximal chain of length 2 s k  in the interval [0 ˆ  ,
 s k
 p  p  ?  ?  ?  p  ] ; more
 ?@A
 precisely , it corresponds to a sequence of distinct join-irreducible elements
 z 1  ,  z 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  z 2 s k .  By Lemma 1 , [0 ˆ  ,
 s k
 p  p  ?  ?  ?  p  ]  Õ  Fib(1) has only 2 s k  join-irreducible
 ?@A
 elements . Assuming that we label these join-irreducible elements 1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  2 s k  ,  then the
 J – H sequence will be a permutation of [2 s k ] .  Thus conditions (1) and (3) are easily
 met . Condition (2) is a result of the structure of the tree of join-irreducibles in Fib(1)
 (see Proposition 3)—we simply number the tree as in Figure 6 . From Figure 6 it clearly
 is not possible to add (2 i  1  1) or 2 i  to the sequence before adding (2 i  1  1) , as (2 i  2  1) is
 covered by both (2 i  1  1) and 2 i .  Thus (2 i  1  1) and 2 i  must be to the right of (2 i  2  1) in
 the permutation .  h
 We now come to our central results—enumerating the  b  ’s by way of box-tableaux .
5
3
1
6
4
2
 F IGURE 6 .
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 The strength of these tableau results lies in the fact that they provide a description of
 objects counted by the  b  ’s that is independent of the Fib( r ) and Z( r ) lattices .
 It seems dif ficult to obtain a simple sequence / permutation condition for the general
 Fib( r ) , r  >  2 and Z( r ) , r  >  1 cases that resembles Stanley’s result for Fib(1) . The
 reason behind this dif ficulty lies in the observations in Lemma 1 and Proposition 3 .
 Suppose that we have an interval [0 ˆ  ,
 m
 p  p  ?  ?  ?  p  ] in either Fib( r ) or Z( r ) , r  >  1 .  Then a
 ?@A
 maximal chain in this interval will have 2 m  steps . From Lemma 1 we see that in general
 the set of join-irreducibles that will contribute to the J – H sequences of the interval has
 size greater than 2 m —except for the Fib(1) case . Thus , in the general case , the J – H
 sequences will not be permutations . However , the box-tableaux enable a combinatorial
 description of the  b  ’s that can be enumerated independently of the lattices . Moreover ,
 we can construct bijections between box-tableaux and J – H sequences that make no
 explicit reference to the Fib( r ) and Z( r ) lattices .
 T HEOREM 2 .  For r  P  P , r  >  2  and a rank - selection set S  5  h s 1  ,  s 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  s k j ,  we ha y  e
 the following .  ( a )  b  (Fib( r ) ,  S )  5  4  box - tableaux of shape r  3  s k and entries
 1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  2 s k such that :
 (1)  exactly two entries occur in each column , one of which is in the first row ;
 (2)  the minimum - y  alued entry in each column increases in  y  alue from left to right ;
 (3)  the maximum - y  alued entry of each column must be in either the first or second row ;
 (4)  the  Fib- descent set of the tableau is S .
 ( b )  b  (Z( r ) ,  S )  5  4  box - tableaux of shape r  3  s k and entries  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  2 s k such that  :
 (1)  exactly two entries occur in each column , one of which is in the first row ;
 (2)  gi y  en two entries i and j  ( i  ,  j )  in column m , no entry k with i  ,  k  ,  j can appear in
 any column to the right of m ;
 (3)  the maximum - y  alued entry of each column must be in either the first or second row ;
 (4)  the  Z- descent set of the tableau is S .
 P ROOF .  We construct a bijection between the sequences in Theorem 1 and
 box-tableaux . Given a J – H sequence with descent set  S ,  we construct the correspond-
 ing box-tableau by the process described in Section 3 , viz . taking the sequence of
 join-irreducibles defined by the J – H sequence , constructing the corresponding maximal
 chain , writing the maximal chain as a numbered box-shape and removing the multiple
 entries to produce the box-tableau . We will show how the conditions in the above
 theorem are a result of the order relations in the Fib( r ) and Z( r ) lattices .
 For both the Fib( r ) and Z( r ) cases , the maximal element in the chain corresponding
 to the J – H sequences is the element 
 s k
 p  p  ?  ?  ?  p  .  Each  p  in this maximal element is the
 ?@A
 result of the join of exactly two distinct digits . Combined with the removal process by
 which we transform a numbered box-shape into a box-tableau , this guarantees exactly
 two entries in every column of the tableau . The removal process also ensures that one
 of the entries must be in the first row and that the maximum-valued entry must be in
 the first or second row . Hence conditions (1) and (3) are met . Condition (2) in both the
 Fib( r ) and Z( r ) case is a translation , into box-tableau terms , of the way the order
 relations of the respective lattices af fect the ‘growth’ of maximal chains . Note that
 condition (2) in the Z( r ) case appeared for the special case of  r  5  1 in [2 , Lemma 2 . 5 . 8] .
 To show how the descents in the J – H sequences correspond to descents in the
 tableaux , we will assume the ordering and admissible labelling described in Lemma 4
 for the join-irreducibles . Suppose that we have a J – H sequence  pi C  5  ( a 1  ,  a 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  a 2 s k )
 with a descent at  i  for some 1  <  i  <  2 s k  2  1 .  Since the J – H sequence corresponds to a
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 sequence of join-irreducibles  z 1  ,  z 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  z 2 s k , we have that  z i 1 1  a  z i , where  a  is the
 lexicographic ordering for the appropriate lattice as described in Lemma 4 . Let
 C :  0 ˆ  5  x 0  ,  x 1  ,  ?  ?  ?  ,  x 2 s k  5
 s k
 p  p  ?  ?  ?  p  be the maximal chain corresponding to  pi C .
 ?@A
 In the Fib( r ) case , if  z i 1 1  a  z i  in the lexicographic ordering for Fib( r ) ,  then there are
 two possibilities , as follows :
 (1)  z i 1 1  has a shorter length than z i : then by Lemma 5 box  i  1  1 will be in a column to
 the left of box  i .
 (2)  z i 1 1  has the same length as z i : then boxes  i  and  i  1  1 will be in the same column .
 Hence , by the construction of J – H sequences ,  z i  and  z i 1 1 will only dif fer in the last
 letter . Therefore , for  z i 1 1  a  z i , the last letter in  z i 1 1 must be lexicographically less than
 the last letter in  z i .  Hence  i  1  1 will be below  i .
 Thus we see in both cases that we have a Fib-descent at box  i .
 In the Z( r ) case , suppose that there is not a Z-descent at box  i .  Then there are three
 possibilities , as follows :
 (1)  i  1  1  is to the left of i : the cover relations for Z( r ) force  i  1  1 to be in a column by
 itself , whence by Lemma 6 ,  z i 1 1 has greater length than  z i  ,  so  z i  a  z i 1 1  .
 (2)  i  1  1  is to the right of i  : then by the cover relations for Z( r ) , i  cannot be in a column
 by itself . If  i  1  1 is in a column by itself then the same arguments as used in (1) above
 yield  z i  a  z i 1 1 . If  i  1  1 is not in a column by itself then , by Lemma 6 , the length of  z i
 (respectively ,  z i 1 1 ) will equal the number of  p ’s in  x i  (respectively ,  x i 1 1 ) .  However ,  x i
 has one less  p  than  x i 1 1 (since  i  1  1 is not in a column by itself) , so  z i  will have shorter
 length than  z i 1 1  .  Thus ,  z i  a  z i 1 1  .
 (3)  i  1  1  is abo y  e i and  ' u  j  ,  i in any column to the right of i in x i 1 1 : then  i  1  1 and  i
 must be in the last column of  x i 1 1  .  By Lemma 6 , we see that  z i  , z i 1 1  , x i  and  x i 1 1 all
 have the same length , say  m .  Also , we note that the length of  x i 2 1 is  m  2  1 . Since  i  1  1
 is in the last column of  x i 1 1 , the algorithm in Lemma 3 tells us that  x i  and  z i 1 1 dif fer in
 their rightmost letters . By the algorithm in Lemma 3 we can derive  x i  from  z i  by
 changing the first  t  digits of  z i  to  p ’s , where the maximum value for  t  is  m  2  1 .  Thus , at
 least the rightmost letter in  z i  remains unchanged in deriving  x i .  Consequently , the box
 labelled  i  in  x i  must occur in  z i .  But since  x i  and  z i 1 1 dif fer in their rightmost letters ,
 the box labelled  i  1  1 in  x i 1 1 must be in  z i 1 1 . As  i  1  1 is above  i , then  z i  a  z i 1 1  .
 Thus each alternative yeilds  z i  a  z i 1 1 , which contradicts the occurrence of a descent at
 position  i  in the J – H sequence . Hence there must be a Z-descent at box  i .
 Therefore , in both the Fib( r ) and Z( r ) cases , a descent in the J – H sequence becomes
 a descent in the tableaux . The reverse algorithm (namely , from tableaux to sequences)
 is described in Section 6 .  h
 Note that the aobve theorem is valid only for  r  >  2 . The box-tableau technique does
 not reduce naturally to the  r  5  1 case . This is due to the fact that when  r  5  1 , the
 element  p  P  A (1) covers only one element , i . e .  p  is join-irreducible . Consequently , we
 need to alter our box-tableau results slightly .
 T HEOREM 3 .  For r  5  1  and a rank - selection set S  5  h s 1  ,  s 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  s k j ,  , we ha y  e the
 following .
 ( a )  b  (Fib(1) ,  s )  5  4  box - tableaux of shape  2  3  s k and entries  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  2 s k such that :
 (1)  the entries decrease down each column ;
 (2)  the entries increase from left to right along the bottom row ;
 (3)  the  Fib- descent set of the tableau is S .
 ( b )  b  (Z(1) ,  S )  5  4  box - tableaux of shape  2  3  s k and entries  1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  2 s k such that :
 (1)  the entries decrease down each column ;
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 F IGURE 7 .  A Z box-tableau .
 (2)  gi y  en two entries i and j  ( i  ,  j )  in column m , no entry k with i  ,  k  ,  j can appear in
 any column to the right of m ;
 (3)  the  Z- descent set of the tableau is S .
 P ROOF .  The proof of these results is similar to that of Theorem 2 , and so is
 omitted .  h
 6 .  F ROM B OX - TABLEAUX TO S EQUENCES
 In this section we provide an algorithm that takes a box-tableau (of either the Fib( r )
 or Z( r ) variety) and produces the sequence of join-irreducibles that form the J – H
 sequence corresponding to the maximal chain the box-tableau represents .
 Given a box-tableau  s  of shape  r  3  l  with entries 1 ,  2 ,  .  .  .  ,  m ,  we construct a
 sequence of  partial box - tableaux ,  s i  ,  1  <  i  <  m ,  by considering the box-shapes defined
 by the entry sets [1] ,  [2] ,  .  .  .  ,  [ m ] respectively . Since  s i  will have exactly one more box
 filled than  s i 2 1 , we denote the extra box added in  s i  by  h ?  and all other boxes filled in
 s i 2 1  by  j . In constructing the partial box-tableaux we ignore any empty columns that
 may arise . For example , the box-tableau in Figure 7 corresponds to the sequences of
 partial box-tableaxu in Figures 8 . Note that Figure 7 is a box-tableau for Z(4) with
 Z-descent set  h 2 ,  4 ,  8 j .
 Given partial box-tableaux  s i 2 1 and  s i , we can then recover the unique minimally
 labelled join-irreducible element ,  z i , of the appropriate lattice (with respect to the
 ordering in Lemma 4) satisfying  s i  5  s i 2 1  ∨  z i  by selecting an appropriate subset of the
 filled-in boxes . However , the process dif fers for each of Fib(1) , Z(1) and Fib( r ) ,  Z( r ) ,
 r  >  2 .
 C ASE 1 :  Fib( r ) ,  r  >  2 .  Given a partial box-tabelaux  s 9 , we recover a join-irreducible
 element of Fib( r ) by the following : in each column to the left of  h ?  in  s 9 we select the
 bottom-most full box . In the column containing  h ?  , select  h ?  . Select nothing in any
 F IGURE 8 .  A partial box-tableau from Figure 7 .
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 column to the right of  h ?  . Reading of f the word defined by the selected boxes in the
 manner described in Section 3 gives the join-irreducible .
 C ASE 2 :  Fib(1) .  This is the same as for case 1 , except that in the column containing
 h ?  , select all the full boxes .
 C ASE 3 :  Z( r ) , r  >  2 .  We recover the join-irreducible by the following cases .
 (1)  h ?  is the only full box in its column . Select the bottom-most full box in every
 column to the left of  h ?  . Select every full box in every other column .
 (2)  h ?  is in a column with  j . Either :
 (a)  There are no columns to the right of  h ?  with a single  j ; then either
 (i)  h ?  in the last column—select  h ?  and the bottom-most full box from every other
 column ; or
 (ii)  h ?  is not the last column—select the bottom-most full box of every column .
 (b)  There is at least one column to the right of  h ?  containing a single  j . Then consider
 the rightmost column containing a single  j . Either
 (i)  the  j  is in the first row—move it to the second row ; or
 (ii)  the  j  is not in the first row—move it to the first row .
 Then select the moved box , nothing from every other column with a single  j
 (including the column containing  h ?  ) and select the bottom-most full box from the
 remaining columns .
 C ASE 4 :  Z(1) .  We use the same cases as for Z( r ) , r  >  2 .  The first case (when  h ?  is
 the only full box in its column) is the same as for Z( r ) , r  >  2 .  The other cases become :
 (2)  h ?  is in a column with  j :
 (a)  There are no columns to the right of  h ?  with a single  j ; then either
 (i)  h ?  is in the last column—select all the full boxes in the column containing  h ?  and the
 bottom-most full box from every other column ; or
 (ii)  h ?  is not in the last column—select the bottom-most full box of every column .
 (b)  There is at least one column to the right of  h ?  containing a single  j : then consider
 the rightmost column containing a single  j . Fill in the top box of this column . Select all
 the full boxes in this column , nothing from every other column with a single  j
 (including the column containing  h ?  ) and select the bottom-most full box from each of
 the remaining columns .
 P ROOF OF A LGORITHM .  It is easy to check that , when read in the manner described in
 Section 3 , the boxes selected in each case yield join-irreducibles for the appropriate
 lattices (as described in Proposition 2) . It remains to show that the descent sets are
 preserved as we apply the orderings and admissible labellings from Lemma 4 to the
 join-irreducibles to yield the J – H sequences .
 Given a tableau with greater than  i  entries we let  s i  (respectively ,  s i 1 1 ) be the partial
 tableau corresponding to the entry set [ i ] (respectively , [ i  1  1]) .  That is , the box
 labelled  i  (respectively ,  i  1  1) is the dotted box  h ?  . The join-irreducible corresponding
 to  s i  is denoted  z i  (respectively ,  z i 1 1 ) .  Let  v  be the appropriate admissible labelling
 given in Lemma 4 for the lattice in question .
 Suppose in the Fib( r ) , r  >  1 case that we have a descent at box  i .  There are two
 possibilities , as follows :
 (1)  i  1  1  is in a column to the left of i  : by the algorithm ,  z i 1 1 will have fewer columns
 than  z i  (since we ignore all columns to the right of the dotted box  h ?  ) . Hence  z i 1 1  a  z i .
 (2)  i  1  1  is below i : For Fib(1) this is not possible because of condition (1) in Theorem
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 3 . For Fib( r ) , r  >  2 ,  the partial tableaux  z i  and  z i 1 1 produced by the algorithm will have
 the same number of columns . However , since  i  1  1 is below  i , z i 1 1  a  z i .
 Suppose that in the Z( r ) , r  >  1 case we have a descent at box  i .  Again there are two
 possibilities , as follows :
 (1)  i  1  1  is below i : for Z(1) this is not possible because of condition (1) in Theorem 3 .
 We will consider Z( r ) when  r  >  2 .  Since  i  1  1 is in the same column as  i ,  the dotted
 box in  s i  must have been the only full box in its column . By the algorithm , we select at
 least one full box from every column of  s i  to yield  z i .  That is , the number of letters in  z i
 equals the number of columns in  s i  ,  say  m .  There are two cases to conside for  s i 1 1 .
 First , suppose there are no columns to the right of  h ?  in  s i 1 1 containing a single  j . In
 this case the algorithm ensures that  z i 1 1 will have length  m  and that either  z i 1 1
 contains less full boxes than  z i  (corresponding to the case in which  h ?  is not in the last
 column of  s i 1 1 ) or the last digit in  z i 1 1 is numeically less than the last digit in  z i
 (corresponding to the case in which  h ?  is in the last column of  s i 1 1 ) . In either instance ,
 z i 1 1  a  z i .  Second , suppose that there is at least one column to the right of  h ?  in  s i 1 1
 containing a single  j . Then the algorithm guarantees that  z i 1 1 will have length less
 than  m ,  since we select nothing from the column of  s i 1 1 containing  h ?  . So  z i 1 1  a  z i .
 (2)  i  1  1  is abo y  e i and  ' j  ,  i in some column to the right of i in  s i 1 1 : by the same
 analysis as in case (1) above , the number of letters in  z i  equals the number of columns
 of  s i  ,  say  m .  The algorithm ensures that the number of full boxes in  z i  ,  say  n ,  satisfies
 n  >  m .  There are two cases for  s i 1 1  .  First , suppose that there are no columns to the
 right of  h ?  in  s i 1 1 containing a single  j . By the same reasoning as used above , the
 algorithm dictates that  z i 1 1 will have exactly  m  full boxes , one per column (thus the
 length of  z i 1 1 will also be  m ) .  If  n  .  m ,  then by the ordering in Lemma 4 we have
 v  ( z i 1 1 )  ,  v  ( z i ) .  (Note that we can discount the  n  5  m  case , since then  i  and  i  1  1 must
 be in the last column of  s i 1 1 ) .  Second , suppose that there is at least one column to the
 right of  h ?  in  s i 1 1 containing a single  j . Identically to the second option in case (1)
 above , the algorithm guarantees that  z i 1 1 will have length less than  m ,  whence
 v  ( z i 1 1 )  ,  v  ( z i )  by the ordering in Lemma 4 .
 Thus a descent in the box-tableau at box  i  results in a descent in the J – H sequence at
 position  i .  h
 Refer to Figure 9 for an application of the Z( r ) algorithm to the example in Figure 7 .
 Given the sequence of join-irreducibles produced by these processes , we apply an
 admissible labelling  v  to each of the join-irreducibles to yield the J – H sequence .
3 2 3 1 1 4 3 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 21 11 1 21* * 1*31 111
 F IGURE 9 .  Join-irreducibles from Figure 8 .
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 Applying the labellings in Lemma 4 from Section 4 to the sequence of join-irreducibles
 in Figure 9 gives the following J – H sequence :
 (3 ,  14 ,  1 ,  77 ,  5 ,  25 ,  125 ,  1123 ,  225 ,  625) .
 The descent set for this sequence is  h 2 ,  4 ,  8 j  which matches the Z-descent set for the
 box-tableau in Figure 7 .
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